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African Culture covers a vast array of subjects on African culture -- from fine arts to ceremonies,
from legends to the culture's global influence.

"Stay tuned for the third volume of Turtledove's admirable new alternate history." ---Booklist
Starred ReviewAbout the AuthorHarry Turtledove is an award-winning and bestselling author of
science fiction, fantasy, and historical fiction. His alternate-history works include How Few
Remain (winner of the Sidewise Award for Best Novel), The Man with the Iron Heart, the
Worldwar saga, the Colonization books, and the Settling Accounts series.Todd McLaren was
involved in radio for more than twenty years in cities on both coasts. He left broadcasting for a
full-time career in voice-overs, where he has been heard on more than 5,000 TV and radio
commercials, as well as TV promos, narrations for documentaries on such networks as A&E and
the History Channel, and films.From AudioFileAs alternative history, THE UNITED STATES OF
ATLANTIS is a beautifully rendered portrait of the Revolutionary War in a world both familiar and
wildly different from our own. Contrary to legend, Atlantis has not sunk; instead it replaces North
America as the "New World." France, England, and Spain are expanding their empires there,
much to the chagrin of the indignant colonists. Todd McLaren does an outstanding job
suspending listener disbelief, rendering ferocious battles with such ardor you can smell a whiff of
musket fire. He also depicts Atlantis's richly detailed floral and fauna with a naturalist's zest. Just
as nimble are his shifts between the accents of Red Coats to those of common soldiers and
distinguished colonists. F.G. © AudioFile 2009, Portland, MaineRead more
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Shadowlesssword, “Five Stars. Good book”

The book by Catherine Chambers has a rating of  5 out of 2.9. 2 people have provided feedback.
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